Abstract-In this paper, we propose an innovative spatialmodulation (SM) based full-duplex (FD) decode-and-forward (DF) relaying protocol where the energy-constrained dual-antenna relay is powered by the radio frequency (RF) energy from the singleantenna source using the time-switching (TS) architecture. In this system, either one or both of the relay antennas receive the energy signal from the source in the energy harvesting phase. In the information transmission phase, one of the two relay antennas is selected to be active to decode and forward the information transmitted from the source and the other relay antenna receives the information from the source at the same time. In this way, the throughput of the information transmission between the relay and the destination can be significantly improved by the additional information mapped to the active antenna index which consequently leads to the improvement of the overall system throughput. Since the current SM capacity solution is not in a closed-form, we propose two tight SM capacity upper bounds and present the solution of the optimal time split ratio for the maximum system throughput according to the proposed upper bound. Montecarlo simulations are conducted to verify the analysis and reveal the throughput gain of the proposed SM-FD relaying protocol in comparison with conventional FD relaying protocol.
I. INTRODUCTION
Conventional energy harvesting, which scavenges energy from external natural resources such as solar, wind or vibration, has gained a great deal of interest. However, its application is restrained by the fact that the amount of the harvested energy is random and depends on uncontrollable natural factors. Recently, a novel solution was proposed to overcome the above limitation by harvesting energy from radio frequency (RF) signals transmitted from a man made energy transmitter [1] - [2] . This so-termed wireless energy transfer technique ensures uninterrupted energy supply without the increase of the deployment and maintenance complexity. Since the RF signals can carry both information and energy, simultaneous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT) was later proposed, where the energy transmitter also serves as the information transmitter and communicates with the wireless devices that are powered solely by the energy from the RF signals from the energy transmitter. In [3] , time-switching (TS) and powersplitting (PS) architectures for SWIPT systems were proposed.
Relay networks are capable of simultaneously improving the spectrum efficiency and enhancing the link reliability. The application of SWIPT at the relay nodes can release the relay from power cables and enable more flexible deployment of the relay locations. Recently, half-duplex (HD) relay networks using amplify-and-forward (AF) relaying [4] [5] and decodeand-forward (DF) relaying [6] with SWIPT at the relay node were studied. However, the HD architecture incurs significant loss of spectrum efficiency because either the source node or the relay node remains silent during the transmission, and therefore the time resource can not be made full use of. To solve this problem, wireless information and power transfer with fullduplex (FD) [7] [8] relaying was proposed in [9] - [12] . In [9] , the achievable throughput of FD AF and DF relaying with TS was studied. However, in this system, the throughput of the second phase becomes the bottleneck of the overall system throughput, because of the different responsibilities (energyharvesting/information-transmitting) of the antennas at the relay. Consequently, how to further improve the system throughput of the FD wireless energy and information transfer system remains an interesting question.
Spatial-modulation (SM) is a novel multi-input multi-output (MIMO) technique which maps additional information bits to the active antenna indices in conjunction with the constellation symbols [13] - [15] . Due to its nature of activating partial of all transmit antennas, it is born to be a suitable technique for wireless-powered communication systems to further improve their system capacity. In [16] , the SM-based wirelesspowered communication system was proposed, which is shown to provide higher system achievable rate than conventional TS and antenna selection (AS) based systems even with simplified system architecture.
Inspired by this, in this paper, we propose the SM-FD DF relaying protocol using the TS architecture in which the whole communication transmission is divided into two phases, i.e, energy harvesting phase and information transmission phase. In the energy harvesting phase, either one or both of relay antennas can collect energy from the source. Since SM is adopted at the relay, in the information transmission phase, one of the two relay antennas at the relay is selected to be active to decode and forward the information transmitted from the source to the destination and the other relay antenna is dedicated to receiving information from the source at the same time. We analyze the throughput performance of SM-FD DF relaying protocol and study the optimal system throughput. Since the SM capacity can not be calculated in a closed-form, we propose two tight SM capacity upper bounds and utilize the proposed 978-1-5386-3180-5/18/$31.00 ©2018 IEEE bound to present the solution of the optimal time split ratio. Monte-carlo simulations are conducted to verify the throughput performance gain of our proposed SM-FD relaying protocol against conventional FD relaying protocol.
The remainder of this paper is laid out as follows. Section II introduces the system model of the SM-FD DF relaying protocol. Section III presents two tight SM capacity upper bounds, system throughput analysis and optimization. Section IV presents numerical simulation results to validate the throughput gain of the proposed protocol. Finally, section V concludes the paper.
Notations: {⋅} represents the expectation operator and || ⋅ || stands for the Frobenius norm. | ⋅ |, (⋅), (⋅) and (⋅) denote the determinant, the trace, the transpose and the Hermitian transpose of a matrix, respectively. (⋅) denotes probability and ( | ) denotes the conditional probability of under a given condition .
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a simplified dual-hop SM-FD relaying system with a single antenna at the source, 2 antennas at the relay and 2 antennas at the destination. The system model is illustrated in Fig. 1 . We suppose that the source to destination link does not exist. It is also assumed that the relay only has limited power supply, and relies on external charging through energy harvesting from the source transmission [9] . The TS protocol is adopted, hence the whole communication process is divided into two phases, i.e., the energy harvesting phase, and the information transmission phase. Let denote the block time of an entire communication period and denote time split ratio of the two phases. Then the first amount of time is used for energy-harvesting at the relay, while the remaining (1 − ) amount of time is used for information transmission (without loss of generality, we assume that = 1).
A. Energy harvesting phase
During the energy harvesting phase, the relay collects and stores the RF signal energy transmitted from the source for the use of the information transmission. Since the relay is equipped with 2 antennas, one or both relay antennas can be used for energy harvesting. The received energy signal at the relay can be expressed as
For single energy-harvesting antenna case at the relay, without loss of generality, we assume the first antenna to be the energy harvesting antenna at the relay, i.e., h = ℎ 1 and n ∈ 1×1 .
For dual energy-harvesting antenna case at the relay, both antennas are used to collect energy, i.e., h = (ℎ 1 , ℎ 2 ) and n ∈ 2×1 . Here ℎ 1 and ℎ 2 represent the channel coefficient between the source antenna and the two antennas at the relay and are independently and identically distributed (i.i.d) complex Gaussian random variables with
. is the energy signal from the source, which satisfies
and n is the zero mean AWGN noise vector with { n n } = 0 I, where I is the identity matrix.
We assume that the energy collected during the energy harvesting phase is stored in a supercapacitor and then fully consumed by the relay to forward the source signal to the destination, i.e., = . Hence, the relay transmit power can be written as:
where denotes the energy conversion efficiency and is limited to 0 < < 1.
B. Information transmission phase
The information transmission phase during the rest (1 − ) amount of time consists of two parts, i,e., the information transmission between the source and relay, and the information transmission between the relay and destination, which are carried out at the same time in the FD manner. However, different to [9] , since SM is adopted at the relay during the relaydestination transmission, and the source-relay and the relaydestination transmissions are carried out simultaneously in the FD relaying protocol, the information receiving antenna at the relay is decided by the instantaneous active antenna used in the relay-destination transmission. Thus, in the following, we will demonstrate the information transmission between the relay and the destination first.
1) Information transmission between the relay and the destination:
With the DF relaying, in the proposed protocol, SM is adopted at the relay to re-encode the information from the source and send it to the destination. Since the relay is equipped with two antennas, one antenna out of the two relay antennas is selected to be active to transmit the information by an additional 1 bit information. Thus, the received signal at the destination can be expressed as
where V ∈ {g 1 , g 2 } is the column vector of the channel coefficient matrix g ∈ 2×2 that indicating the channel between the active antenna at the relay and the destination antennas 2) Information transmission between the source and the relay: When the antenna for information transmission from the relay to the destination is selected, the other antenna is dedicated to receiving the information from the source. The received signal at the relay therefore can be expressed as:
where ∈ {1, 2} is decided by the instantaneous inactive antenna of the relay-destination transmission, is the information symbol from the source, and satisfies
denotes the loopback interference signal due to FD relaying. denotes the loopback interference channel coefficient between the two antennas at the relay which is i.i.d complex random variable with ( 0,
, and is the zero mean AWGN with variance 0 .
We note that in the proposed DF protocol, V and is decided by the information symbol transmitted by the source. That is, during the information transmission phase, once the relay receives an information symbol from the source, it encodes the information bits that are decoded from the symbol into an SM symbol, i.e., the active antenna and the symbol transmitted at the active antenna, and sends it to the destination. We also assume that the the decode and encode delay at the relay is much shorter than the information transmission time (1 − ) , so that it can be neglected.
III. SYSTEM THROUGHPUT OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we will deal with the throughput optimization problem for the proposed SM-FD DF relaying system. Since the current SM capacity analysis can not provide closed-form results, it can not be directly applied in the throughput optimization process. Thus, we propose two tight closed-form upper bounds for SM capacity first, and then consider the solution of the optimal time split ratio for the maximum throughput based on the proposed SM capacity upper bound.
A. SM capacity and its upper bound
Considering the information transmission between the relay and the destination, the capacity of the SM transmission can be calculated in two parts [17] :
which denotes the mutual information provided by , and is obtained when the distribution of is Gaussian. Then, the second term 2 that is provided by V can be evaluated as follows.
Similarly, given that the distribution of is Gaussian, and the -th antenna is selected to be active, the conditional channel transfer probability ( y | V = g ) can be written as
where Σ = 0 I + g g and the priori probability (V = g ) = 1/2 . The mutual information between V and y can be written as where
can not be easily obtained, thus, we can only evaluate it in a numerical way. In order to find the optimal time split ratio, the capacity of the relay-destination link, i.e., SM capacity, should be in a closedform. To solve this problem, we use the upper bound proposed in [17] upper1 = log 2 I + 2 0 gg
which is a tight upper bound in low signal-to-noise ratio(SNR), i.e., / 0 region. However, we note that as / 0 increases, the upper bound becomes loose. The reason is that the number of bits encoded to the antenna index is limited to 1, which means that 2 will converge to 1 as / 0 goes to infinity. Then, the capacity is simply dominated by the constellation symbols, i.e., 1 . Thus, upper1 perfectly matches the low SNR region where the mutual information provided by the constellation symbol and the antenna index both increases. In order to better describe the capacity when the SNR is higher, we propose a new upper bound by adding the information bit number modulated to the active antenna index to 1 , yielding
Thus, the tight upper bound can be written as Fig.2 shows the ergodic capacity of the relay-destination link and the proposed upper bound. As can be seen from the figure, the simulation result validates our analytical expressions. We denote the transition SNR of the two upper bounds as SNR T which is about 7.5 dB here. When / 0 is lower than SNR T , the capacity can be upper bounded by (9) . When / 0 is higher than SNR T , (10) can better bound the capacity.
B. System throughput analysis
We study the throughput performance of SM-FD DF relaying using a single relay antenna or dual relay antennas for energy harvesting, and investigate the optimal time split strategy to maximize the system throughput.
Since the DF protocol is adopted during the transmission, the system throughput is decided by the minimum throughput of the source-relay and the relay-destination transmissions. Consequently, we can investigate the throughput of the two information transmissions independently.
For the information transmission between the source and the relay, considering the noise power is much less than the loopback inference power, the signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) can be expressed according to (4) as
Thus, the throughput between the source and the relay can be computed as
Then the throughput between the relay and the destination can be expressed as
The theoretical system throughput is given by
Since is not in a closed-form, in the optimization, we use the proposed upper bound to represent the capacity between the relay and the destination. Thus, the approximate throughput between the relay and destination˜2 can be obtained by replacing with upper in (14) . Thus, the approximate system throughput˜can be obtained. By solving the following optimization problem * = arg max˜( ) (16) where is limited to 0 < < 1, the optimal time split ratio * can be obtained. Then, we substitute the optimal * into the theoretical throughput and the maximum overall system throughput can be obtained.
C. Solution of optimal time split ratio *
We consider two separate regions for the system throughput. In the first region, the system throughput is decided by the throughput between the relay and the destination. However, in the second region, the system throughput is decided by the throughput by the throughput between the source and the relay. The transition of the two regions is denoted as 0 here.
1) The first region: As discussed in the preceding subsection, upper1 is utilized below SNR T and upper2 is utilized beyond SNR T . When / 0 increases to SNR T , the corresponding time split ratio is denoted as tr . tr can be calculated as
By plugging the relay transmit power,˜2 ( ) can be expressed as
(18) where we utilize˜2 upper1 ( ) and˜2 upper2 ( ) to represent the two stages of˜2 ( ). Then we discuss the optimal for 2 upper1 ( ) and˜2 upper2 ( ) which is denoted as * upper1 and * upper2 , respectively. Supposing matrix A ∈ 2×2 , we can have the following equation according to [Eq.(25) , 18]
According to (19), we can simplify (18 upper1( ) = 0, we can obtain
(20) An interesting phenomenon worth noting is that one of the eigenvalues of A is much larger than the other, i.e., 1 ≫ 2 . Consequently, we can ignore the terms which include 2 on both sides of (20). Thus, the above equation can be simplified as
As the similar solution of [Eq.(60)-(64), 9], we can get
where ( ) is the lambert W function and ( ) is the solution of exp ( ) = . For the calculation of * upper2 , in consideration of the Gaussian random channel matrix g, there is great possibility to consume that g 1 ≈ g 2 . Thus, we can simplify˜2 upper2 ( ). Similar to the above solution of * upper1 , supposing matrix B ∈ 2×2 stands for ∥h ∥ 2 0 g g and the eigenvalues of B is˜1 and˜2, we set˜2 upper2( ) = 0. And we notice that one of the eigenvalues of B is close to zero, i.e.,˜2 = 0. Thus, * upper2 can be given by *
It is important to find that if * upper1 < tr , * and * upper2 can be obtained at most. Thus, the optimal for the first region can be expressed as *
2) The second region: Considering the first derivative of 1 ( ) with respect to , i.e., 1 ( ) , we can easily find that 1 ( ) < 0 which demonstrates that 1 is a monotonically decreasing function. Thus, we can conclude if 0 < * 1 , then * = 0 , otherwise, * = * 1 . 0 is obtained by setting 1 ( ) =˜2 ( ) and the detailed solution of 0 is not presented in this paper due to the space limitation.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we present numerical simulation results to validate the throughput performance of the proposed protocol against conventional FD relaying protocol. The system configuration of both protocols is the same. The energy harvesting efficiency factor is set to be = 0.4, and the channel parameters are set to be 2 = 1, 2 = 0.01 and 2 = 1, unless otherwise specified. = 0.0419 + 0.0782 . As can be readily observed from Fig.  3 , for SM-FD relaying protocol, the optimal time split ratio * and the corresponding throughput value of the theoretical throughput curve are very close to those of the approximate throughput curve with the proposed SM capacity upper bound especially when / 0 is small or large, which verifies our optimization process using the proposed SM capacity bound. Furthermore, taking the example of the single energy-harvesting antenna case, the analytical solution of * is 0.515, 0.271, 0.217 for / 0 = 5, 15, 25dB respectively which is very close to the observed * of the approximate throughput curve which demonstrates the correctness of our solution of * . It is also obvious that the system throughput curve includes two regions which validated our discussion in section III. When is less than 0 , the throughput between the relay and destination is less than that between the source and delay, which decides the system throughput. When is more than 0 , the throughput between the source and relay becomes the bottleneck of the system throughput. When the throughput between the source and relay decides the system throughput, we can notice that the instantaneous system throughput for SM-FD relaying protocol yields better performance than conventional FD relaying protocol thanks to additional information provided by the antenna index. When the throughput between the source and relay decides the system throughput, we can see that SM-FD relaying protocol provides slightly less throughput, this is because we set ∥ℎ 1 ∥ 2 > ∥ℎ 2 ∥ 2 . Conventional FD relaying protocol selects the first antenna at the relay to receive the information from the source, while both relay antennas in the proposed SM-FD relaying protocol equiprobably receives the source signal. However we can expect that when ∥ℎ 2 ∥ 2 > ∥ℎ 1 ∥ 2 , the proposed protocol will outperform the conventional FD protocol regardless of .
Then we analyze the ergodic system throughput with respect to the source transmit power, i.e., / 0 . Fig. 4 deals with a fixed time split ratio = 0.1. We can observe that the SM-FD relaying protocol always outperforms conventional FD relaying protocol. The performance gain can be as large as about 1 bps/Hz, which is very close to the additional information transmitted by the antenna index. We can also notice that the two energy-harvesting antennas case outperforms the single energy-harvesting antenna case in the low / 0 regime, while in the high / 0 regime, the situation is exactly the opposite. This is because when the transmit power is small, the dual energy-harvesting antennas case can harvest more energy for the information transmission in the relay-destination link. However, loopback interference at the relay also increases with the harvested energy amount when the received energy amount is sufficiently large, the interference-constrained transmission between the source and the relay decides the overall system throughput. Thus, the single energy harvesting antenna case outperforms the dual energy-harvesting antenna case due to the lower interference level. The increasing interference power at the relay also explains why the curves of the proposed SM-FD relaying protocol converges to that of conventional FD relaying protocol. Finally, Fig. 5 deals with the ergodic optimal system throughput with respect to the source transmit power. By obtaining each optimal system throughput for each independent channel realization and conducting the expectation operation, we can obtain the result of the ergodic optimal system throughput. As can be seen from the figure, the proposed SM-FD relaying protocol still outperforms conventional FD relaying protocol in all / 0 regime. Furthermore, the impact of energy-harvesting antenna number is also significant. Unlike in the situation where the time split ratio is fixed, the dual energy-harvesting antennas case is always superior to single energy-harvesting antenna case when the optimal time split ratio is utilized.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed an innovative SM-FD DF relaying protocol in RF energy harvesting systems. Compared with conventional FD DF relaying protocol in RF energy harvesting systems, the proposed protocol applies SM in the relay-destination link to decode and re-encode the information to be transmitted from the source to the destination. Based on the proposed tight upper bound of SM capacity, the optimal time split ratio for the maximum system throughput was studied. It was demonstrated by the simulation results that the SM-FD DF relaying can always boost the system throughput compared with conventional FD DF relaying and the throughput gain is more significant when the source transmit power is relatively low.
